0658 House & Home Restore Patch a Wall:

- **What is the base chemistry for this product?** A Vinyl Acrylic Emulsion.
- **Does 0658 allow water clean up?** Yes, before cure.
- **Is 0658 VOC Compliant?** Yes.
- **Does 0658 contain any Prop 65 Ingredient?** Yes (see MSDS).
- **Is 0658 considered flammable or combustible?** No.
- **Is 0658 suitable for Interior or Exterior applications?** Yes. Care should be given to substrate prep & exterior applications should be painted with a couple coats of premium paint after cure & sanding.
- **What is the color of 0658 as supplied?** White.
- **What amount of shrinkage is typical during cure of 0658?** < 25%, although a second application is often required when using a vinyl spackling, with time allowed between applications for complete drying (sometimes accompanied by shrinkage & cracking).
- **How long should 0658 dry prior to sanding?** Generally 1 to 2 hrs in normal conditions (conditions of cooler temperatures & higher humidity will extend drying time).
- **Can 0658 be painted with latex or oil based paint?** Yes. Using premium paints is recommended for best results.
- **Where can more information on 0658 be found?** See MSDS & TDS on this website (www.reddevil.com).